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Abstract – During the past few decades there is unpredictable growth of wireless communication systems. The growth of wireless data traffic 

goes far-off that it reaches to the wireless capacity. In order to overcome this situation one approach that is MIMO antenna system has been 

addressed to achieve the future growing demands for high data rate, more reliable transmission, quality of services etc. MIMO system 

requirement of multiple antennas at the transmitter and receiver which further causes the infrastructure problem. To overcome this problem 

relays can be employed in order to improve the system performance. Relays also improve the coverage of cellular networks without increasing 

the transmit power or without demanding the extra bandwidth. This paper overviews the relay communication, co-operative communication and 

relay selection techniques in wireless environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The demand of wireless communication is increasing 

rapidly in both military and civilian communication. Due to 

various internet applications and increasing of personal 

devices, billion of users around the world growing quickly. 

Utilization of limited radio spectrum capacity is a big 

challenge in world of information. Relaying is one approach 

which helps to achieve this goal and also reduce the 

requirement of infrastructure. This is the faster and 

economical approach to achieve the reliable communication 

[1]. A Relaying system is one of the reliable and advanced 

techniques that ensure the effective communication in wide 

wireless network that saves the transmission power and 

achieves the diversity gain. It improves the network system 

by including the specialized relay stations. Relay networks 

are wide area networks in which source and destination are 

connected with the help of nodes. In this network, source 

and destination cannot communicate directly but 

communicate with the help of relay nodes. Relay network is 

generally use where source and destination are too far away 

from each other. Each multi hop communication between 

source and destination passes through the intermediate 

relays. Figure 1 is showing the multi hop relay network in 

which  the source and the destination cannot communicate 

directly but connected with the help of relays such as 

R11,R12, R21,R22etc.The inclusive relative stations are 

connected over the network in the form of tree architecture 

[2]. By using these paths, more than one path between 

source and destination can be generated and multiple copies 

of same data can be received at destination end. When there 

are multiple relays between source and destination then we 

have to consider the concept of interference between the 

relays. The relay network is also defined in a specific 

situation by generating the virtual cell. The number of 

connectivity in the cell defines the communication 

possibilities of a node to the relay nodes. 
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Figure 1.  Multi hop Relay Network 

There are various relaying protocols like estimate & forward 

, decode & forward, compute compress & forward which 

helps in reliable communication between source and 

destination [3-4]. The selection of particular protocol is 

depending upon the type of information send to the 

destination that is called the relay function. Information may 

be in form of video, text, graphic etc. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section II, the idea of 

relay communication is defined. Section III overviewed the 

co-operative communication. Sections IV discuss the relay 

selection techniques followed by conclusion in V and 

references in VI.  

II. RELAY COMMUNICATION 

Wireless network enables the shared communication of 

different data forms in wide network area. For example 

when the transmission is real time video, there is the 

requirement of seamless video streaming. The real time 

video stream becomes more challenging for high resolution, 

encoded video communication. To improve the 

communication against real time video streaming, some 

specialized infrastructure called relay stations are required. 

The relay stations are adaptive to resolve the problem of 

resource allocation with relative video session formation. 

Such communication suffers the problem to establish the 
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relay station and to provide adaptive resource allocation. 

Relays receive and retransmit the signals between  users 

which further helps to increase the coverage area of wireless 

cellular networks.[3] The practical illustration of relay in 

wireless communication as follows: 

 

 
                         

                                                  

 
UNOBSTRUCTED PATH 

 

 
                                       OBSTRUCTED PATH 

 

         

 
                          Fig 2.  Relay illustration 

 

Fig 2 shows the communication between source and 

destination. Here the source have two paths, one that is the 

direct path which is blocked by obstruction made by 

building or apartment and called the obstructed path and 

second is unobstructed path in which the communication is 

done with the help of relay nodes. When source transmit 

through direct path there is loss of communication and also 

there is fading of signal. But when source transmit through 

unobstructed path the communication become reliable and 

there is no loss of path. Source firstly transmits to the relay 

nodes then relay nodes process the signal and transmit to the 

destination. Along with this, relaying also have an 

advantage of signaling over the shorter links. Generally 

communication with the help of relays involves effective 

placement of relays, allocation of relays to user and path 

formation between source and destination with the help of 

best selected relay. During the effective placement of relay 

the maximum coverage connectivity, type of user, base 

station connectivity and service communication parameters 

will be considered. There are various graphical methods 

available with which we can perform the effective 

placement of relay in wireless environment. The graph 

processing  are available for adaptive improvement to the 

network architecture. During the dynamic allocation of relay 

to the end user there is requirement of defining the 

constraints in terms of time, frequency and bandwidth 

required by a user. Various programming techniques are 

available to do the allocation of relay stations to the end 

users. 

III. COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATION 

Co-operative communication allows single antenna nodes 

antennas and generate virtual multiple antenna transmitter 

which helps to achieve transmit diversity. The basic idea is 

that in multiuser environment single antenna users share 

their antenna in such a way that generate virtual MIMO 

system [5]. Co-operative communication build diversity in 

new and interesting way .Sometimes it is possible for one 

mobile to receive data of other in such case it forward some 

version of overheard information along with its own data 

because fading paths generate by two users are statistically 

independent which generate spatial diversity. Along with the 

development of co-operative communication certain issues 

also emerged 
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                                                            BASE  

                                                                        STATION 

 

 

 

 
          USER2 

 
Fig 3.  Cooperative Communication 

which include loss of rate to cooperating mobile ,overall 

interference in the network, handoff, fairness of system and 

transmit and receive requirement of mobiles. 

Mainly we are concerning wireless network of cellular and 

ad hoc type in co-operative wireless communication. In 

these network types all wireless agents are called users 

which increase their quality of service via co-operation. In 

co-operative communication each user act to transmit data 

and also act as co-operative agent for another user which is 

shown in figure 3. Cooperative communication is the 

approach in which each user transmit its own bits and also 

some information of its partner so it seems that it require 

more bandwidth and also loss of rate in system. With help of 

co-operation diversity the spectral efficiency of each user is 

improved and also channel code rates are increased. 

Whereas in non cooperative communication all users send 

data directly to common destination. The basic idea behind 

the co-operative communication is given by cover and EL 

Gamel.[5] He analyzed the capacity of three node network 

containing source, destination and a relay. He assumed that 

all nodes operate in same band because of that system can 

be decomposed into broadcast channels . Co-operative 

communication is different from the relay in many of 

respect. The purpose of relay in relay channel is to help the 

main channel whereas in co-operation user act both as a 

sources and a relays.  

 (A) Various co-operative methods: 

 Detect and Forward:   In detect and forward method 

each co-operative agent detect the partner information 

and retransmit the detected information (Fig.4). In this 

method we consider two users which are partnering 

with each other but in reality each user is having partner 

   S   D 

  R 
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which provide second data path .An example of  decode 

and forward method is found in the work of sendonaries 

et al.[6] which present the analysis of code division 

multiple access. In this scheme two users co-operate to 

each other. [7]In CDMA each user has its own 

spreading code but it also have a disadvantage of near 

far problem. In this each user have its own data bits 

which is denoted by bi
(n)  

where i =1,2,3….n and n 

denotes the time index of information bits. Here ai,j  

denotes the amplitude of signal. In this each signal 

period consist of three bit intervals Signal of user 1and 

user 2 is denoted as: 

                X1 (t)=[ 𝑎11  𝑏1
(1)
𝑐1(t),   𝑎12  𝑏1

(2)
 𝑐1(t), 

                       𝑎13𝑏1
(2)

 𝑐1  (t)+𝑎12 𝑏2
(2)
𝑐2  (t)]               (1) 

 

X2 (t)=[ 𝑎21𝑏2
(1)

 𝑐2(t),  𝑎22   𝑏2
(2)

 𝑐2(t), 

𝑎23 𝑏1
(2)
𝑐1  (t) + 𝑎24𝑏2

(2)
𝑐2  (t) ]                   (2) 

    

In first and second interval each user send its own bits and 

also each user detect the other user second bit.  In third 

interval user send the combination of its own bits and its 

partner bits and each multiplied by the spreading code. 

Sometimes it is possible that detection by partner is 

unsuccessful in such cases cooperation can be unfavorable 

to the eventual detection of bits at base station.                           

    
Fig 4 Detect and Forward Cooperative method 

 

 

 Amplify and forward method: This is another 

cooperative signaling method in which user 2 receives 

the noisy signal from partner. This noisy signal is 

amplify it and send to the base station by user 2 as 

shown in Fig.6. After that base station combine the   

partner signal and user signal and make the final 

decision on transmitted signal [7-10]. In this scheme 

receiver i.e base station receives two versions of signal 

and makes decision on better detection of signal. 

Although this is the simple method of cooperative 

communication but in this also there is a challenge of 

sampling, amplifying and retransmitting analog values 

etc It is assumed that base station knows inter-user 

channel coefficients for performing the optimal 

decoding.   

 Coded Co-operation:   Coded cooperation is 

generalization of decode and amplify forward protocol. 

This is the co- operation communication method in 

which different portions of each user codeword is 

transmitted via two independent fading paths. In this 

each user transmit incremental redundancy to its partner 

.The key point is that coded cooperation is managed by 

code design and no feedback between the users. 

 

Fig 5 Amplify And Forward Cooperative Method 

 

 
 

            

Fig 6 Coded cooperation 

In this scheme source data are divided into blocks with 

cyclic redundancy check(CRC) code. Here user data is 

encoded into codeword which is portioned into two 

segments N1 bits and N2 bits respectively [11] The original 

codeword contain the( N1+N2) bits. In coded cooperation the 

period of transmission is divided into two time segments of 

bit internal N1 and N2 respectively and these time intervals 

are called frames. Each user transmit the codeword 

containing the N1 bit code partition for first frame and also 

decode the transmission of its partner. While in second 

frame the user calculates and transmits the second code 

partition of its partner which consist N2 code bits. So each 

user transmit total of N=N1+N2 bits over two frames. 

Various channel coding methods are used within coded 

cooperation. 
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IV. RELAY SELECTION TECHNIQUES 

Selection of relay in wireless communication is always the 

challenging task. Overall performance of the network can be 

improved by proper selection of relay. The performance can 

be improved in terms of higher data rate, throughput, lower 

power consumption and better bit error rate . The relay 

communication is mainly depends on the performance index 

like Channel State Information (CSI), Signal to Noise Ratio 

(SNR), Packet Error Rate (PER) etc. The relay is not to be 

selected by only considering the source to destination 

performance but it must be done by keeping the overall 

system performance in view. Initially the concept of 

relaying has been started in unidirectional and one way relay 

network but now a day it gained much more interest in two 

way relay network. The two way relay network allows the 

source and destination to exchange the information with the 

help of single or multiple relays [12]. It allows source and 

destination to exchange information simultaneously which 

further improve the bandwidth efficiency. The relay 

selection can be classified as follows. 

 

(A) Relay selection criteria: 

            The relay selection criteria for one way relay 

network is simple. Here end to end SNR is maximize to 

obtain the optimal performance and at same time 

transmission rate is maximize and error rate is 

minimize[12]. While for two way relay network two task of 

communication is performed each have its own end to end 

SNR and BER. Relay selection criteria depend upon the 

overall quality of service required by network. The general 

relay selection problem is: 

 

R= arg    max     min { ϒ𝑈1,R,ϒ𝑈2,R}                     (3) 
            RϾ{1,2,..R} 

 

where ϒ𝑈1,ϒ𝑈2 is the signal received by the end user. 

 

(B) Single Relay Selection:  

           In single relay selection only one relay out of total 

available relays in network is chosen for the communication 

between two users. Relay selection helps us to improve the 

communication and also reduce noise. Single relay selection 

maximizes the system secrecy capacity. One of the 

advantage of single relay selection is that the adjustment of 

phase at selected relay is not necessary and only amplitude 

of channel is required at the relay. For relay selection 

consider two way wireless relay network as shown in Fig 8 

have two end users having names u1,u2 and also consist of R 

relays[13]. 

Here each relay have the single antenna which can be used 

for both transmission and reception .The f1,f2,fJ.fr are the 

coefficients which form the channel from user1 to relay 

whereas g1,g2,gj,gr are the coefficients which from the 

channel from relay to user 2. 
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                       Fig 7 Two way relay network 

 

For each user power budget is P and the information 

transmitted by user1 and user2 is denoted by s1 and s2 

respectively. For two users to exchange information there is 

requirement of two phase protocol. In first phase user1 and 

user2 transmit s1 and s2 respectively to all relays then relay 

which is selected suppose here relay j is chosen receive the 

superposition of two signal given as: 

 

yj= 𝑃 fj s1+ 𝑃 gj s2+vj                                            (4) 

 

where vj is the noise, P is power budget, S1,S2=information 

transmitted by user1 and user 2, fi,gj=channels. 

Then in second phase chosen relay amplify the received 

signal which is received during phase 1 and transmit to both 

the uses.Here relay knows only his channels whereas two 

end users knows all the channels. The signal received by 

user1 and user2 is given as: 

 

yu1=  𝑃 𝛼j fj gj s2 +𝛼j fj vj+w1                                 (5) 

yu2 = 𝑃  𝛼j fj gj s1 +𝛼j fj vj+w2                                (6) 

 

where vj is the noise at the relay,P=power 

budget,S1,S2=information transmitted by user1 and user 

2,fi,gj=channels,w1,w2 =noise at both the users. 

 

 Single relay selection problem is defined as: 

 yj = arg max min { ϒ𝑢1, {𝑗},R,ϒ𝑢2,{j}}                  (7)  

                   j  

This problem help us to find the relay and result in 

maximum worse SNR. At either of end user relay selection 

cab be performed which knows all channels. Here user find 

the index of relay that is" j" along with the highest worse 

SNR and transmit the index information to all relays. 

(C) Multiple relay selection: As the name suggest in 

multiple relay selection more than one relay is selected to 

participate in communication.MRC scheme have certain 

advantages over the SRC such that more power efficient, 

faster increase in sum rate with respect to increase in relays 
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in network etc. The MRC scheme is proposed for two way 

relay network with the help of relay ordering which is 

described in [14-17]. However it is not straight forward for 

two way relay network because here are two communication 

task with its own symbol error and end to end SNR. MRC 

for one way relay network have better performance than 

single relay selection for one way relay network. But MRC 

also have the disadvantage that when more than one relay is 

allowed to cooperate than at two end users relay signals are 

to be added coherently so cooperative  relays adjust the 

phase of their transmission which require the carrier level 

synchronization. As shown in figure 9   there are R relays 

and each relay have two choices.MRC scheme consist of 

following steps as follows[14]: 

 

STEP1: Calculate YJ ={ ϒ𝑢1, {𝑗},R,ϒ𝑢2,{j}}for   

              all  j= 1……R  
STEP 2: Sort the YJ in descending order to get relay  

              ordering (i1…………ir)  
STEP 3: for K =1:R do 

STEP 4: Calculate (Yu1,{i1……ik}and Yu2,{i1…..ik} 

STEP 5:Find 

             k=arg max min(Yu1,{i1……ik}&Yu2,{i1…..ik} 

                         k 

STEP 6: transmit a number which is between 

            min (Yu1,{ik}Yu2,{.ik}&minYu1,{ik+1}Yu2,{.ik+1} 

 

These steps can be performed at any end user. After 

receiving the value (From step 6) each relay whose knows  

its own YJ compare with the value and decide whether to co 

operate or not. If Yj is greater than value than it cooperates 

otherwise it does not cooperate. 

V. Conclusion 

In this paper we  discussed about Relay communication 

which provide the information regarding reliable 

transmission of data between source to destination This 

paper also helpful to know about the Co-operative 

communication which generate the virtual MIMO system. 

This paper also overviewed the relay selection techniques 

which improve the overall performance of system by better 

selection of relay. 
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